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Shenjie seems to be equipped with a missile lock tracking function, chasing Leviathan.

I won’t let it go!

In front of God’s Tribulation, Leviathan’s indestructible body is indistinguishable from tofu!”Puff!”

This time, Divine Tribulation penetrated the bodies of eight Leviathans at once!

The Leviathan gathered together was penetrated in a straight line…

“Shit!”

…

Next, Shen Jie carried out an indiscriminate bombardment of these Leviathans!

They are not defensive at all, let alone offensive.
Even the energy shield supported by Leviathan, who had reacted later, was instantly shattered.

It’s not useful at all!

No one can stop the majesty of God’s Tribulation!

These Leviathans, who are raging outside, making everyone helpless, are so vulnerable in front of the
Divine Tribulation!

Just because this is Levi Garrison!

This is God’s Tribulation!

…

One hundred!

…

Five hundred!

…

One thousand!

…

Three thousand!

…

With little effort, all Leviathans were massacred by Levi Garrison indiscriminately!

I don’t know how much effort the Dark Doctor spent, how much resources and materials, and how much
manpower and financial resources he spent…

But in front of Levi Garrison, it took only a few minutes to kill!

After doing all this, Levi Garrison put away the divine calamity.

Looking at the closed door of the base, Levi Garrison smiled helplessly.

There is no way, he can only use his fist to open the gate of the base and leave.

For Levi Garrison, he could still leave easily.

After all, he knew the way before he came, which was equivalent to mastering the map.

Just don’t know the path that Ye Qingtian and the others escaped from.

Finally solved a big worry!

Only the main priest is left.

He can wait for the chief priest with all his strength.

Daxia is still far from enough.

Leviathan left them at a loss.

…

now.

The Lab of the Gods went mad and wanted to contact Leviathan.

Someone has been sent to search where the Leviathans disappeared.

Thus.

It was all stared at by the Four King Kong.

They plus variant 13 are still looking for traces of the Gods’ Laboratory…

Now they will send someone here.

Naturally, I was eyeing on.

…

The other side.

On the coastline of Daxia, everyone is anxiously waiting.

They need to know that Ye Qingtian has no success.

The representatives of various countries who came to support have already inquired many times.

I want to know where Ye Qingtian and the others attracted these Big Macs.

But after all, Atlantis is Daxia’s top secret plan.

If we can’t disclose it, we won’t disclose it.

If not encountered this problem.

I’m afraid no one will know about the Atlantis plan…

The Eagle Nation also secretly sent a message back to the Sky Shield—there should be a secret place in a
certain sea area in Daxia, or what they discovered, it was able to temporarily trap these giant creatures…

For a while, Tianshield was very curious and began to inquire relevant information!

After waiting for a long time.

Finally Ye Qingtian returned with a large group of troops.

Although all of them are ashamed.

Even the aircraft was damaged.

At least it was successful.

“We succeeded! Those giant guys have all entered the reserved area! They must be trapped!”

Hearing Ye Qingtian’s good news, the audience began to cheer.

Everyone is excited! ! !

